
Product certification
UL’s safety certification services include testing, evaluation 
and factory surveillance of products to national, regional and 
international safety standards. These certifications enhance the 
safety of products, as well as the public’s confidence in their 
compliance. Consumers, retailers, insurers, distributors and 
regulators recognize the familiar UL Mark as a trusted symbol of 
safety.

Standards for Safety
The UL family has developed more than 1,400 Standards for 
Safety. These Standards play an important part in improving 
public safety. The Standards development process uses an open, 
consensus-building methodology to create effective product 
safety standards, using input from consumers, manufacturers, 
government agencies, users, regulatory authorities and other 
interested parties.

Other inspection services
UL provides worldwide supply chain services, including 
commercial inspection, testing and auditing services, to 
customer-defined requirements for many types of products and 
services. These range from manufactured household appliances 
and electrical goods to tools and toys. UL’s global presence 
allows it to offer reliable, cost-effective, localized service.

Consumer outreach and education: key to 
fulfilling our public safety mission
Keeping the public informed of safety issues is an important 
element of our public safety mission. Additionally, tailored 
safety messages target segments of the population where the 
information is needed most, often using the media as a key 
channel to reach consumers with seasonal safety information.

In February 2003, the Test the Limits Lab opened at Epcot®  
at the Walt Disney World® Resort in Lake Buena Vista, Fla.  
The 3,000-square-foot exhibit features six hands-on activities  
where children and adults can “test” products the same way UL 
engineers do.

The SafetySmart® program equips teachers with educational 
materials to teach children basic safety lessons. Most recently, 
the SafetySmart program teamed up with the National Fire 
Protection Association to help educate children and their 
families on potentially life-saving fire safety awareness.

UL at a Glance

UL is an internationally recognized product safety testing and certification 
organization. Founded in 1894, UL has earned a reputation as a global leader in 
product safety standards development, testing and certification.

UL evaluates thousands of products, components, materials and systems for compliance to specific 
requirements. UL’s time-tested system supports governmental product safety regulations, and it 
complements federal, state and local government public safety initiatives. Today, UL helps companies 
bring safer products to the global marketplace, whether they are electrical devices, programmable 
systems or building products, while supporting the management and quality system processes of 
these same companies.
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Finally, safety campaigns target seasonal safety hazards to  
educate consumers about risks and safer behavior to avoid 
accidents and injury.

Global reach
UL has played a significant role in the international arena 
for nearly a century. Contributing to the development of 
international safety standards, helping manufacturers 
understand the requirements of new markets, and evaluating 
products to international safety standards are just some of the 
ways UL helps manufacturers meet the challenge of accessing 
global markets while bringing safer products to consumers.

Making products safer for people
UL’s overall program of evaluating products for safety, 
harmonizing international standards and participating in U.S. 
national code development significantly enhances the public’s 
well-being. In your home, you will find a UL Mark on a product 
within an “arm’s length” of you. Below is a partial list of product 
areas where UL helps support consumer safety:

• Commercial cooking

• Consumer electronics

• Drinking water

• Fire alarms

• Gas appliances

• Home appliances

• Lasers

• Medical devices

• Plumbing

• Robotics

• Safety devices

• Security equipment

UL’s greatest accomplishment is the prevention of accidents: 
Whether it’s a home appliance that does not electrocute the 
operator, a fire extinguisher that operates properly when 
needed, or an underground storage tank that does not leak its 
contents into the ground water, the unseen contributions to 
public safety and health and protection of the environment are 
UL’s legacy.
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